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Abstract, -In this note we prove the existence of effectively independent instances (with respect to an arbitrary recursively axiomatizable, consistent, intuitively true and sufficiently rich theory) for some well-known undecidable problems including the Emptiness Problem, the Finiteness Problem, the Totality Problem, the Halting Problem and the Post Correspondence Problem. Applications in the Theory of Diophantine Equations and in the Formai Language
Theory will be analyzed.
Résumé. -Dans cette note nous prouvons Vexistence, pour quelques problèmes indècidables bien connus, d'instances indépendants (relativement à une théorie récursivement axiomatisable, consistante, intuitivement vraie et suffisamment riche). Les problèmes traités comprennent le problème de la vacuité, de lafinitude, de la totalité, de l'arrêt et le problème de correspondance de Post. On analyse les applications à la théorie des équations diophantiennes et des langages formels.

INTRODUCTION
For many years (since the appearance of Gödel Incompleteness Theorem) mathematicians have been looking for a simple, interesting and strictly mathematical example of an independent problem. The first such examples were found by Hartmanis and Hopcroft [3 ] and by Paris and Harrington [6] .
In the present note we shall prove the existence of independent instances (with respect to an arbitrary recursively axiomatizable, consistent, intuitively true and sufficiently rich theory) for some well-known undecidable problems including the Emptiness Problem, the Finiteness Problem, the Totality Problem, the Halting Problem and the Post Correspondence Problem. Applications in the Theory of Diophantine Equations and in the Formai Language Theory will be analyzed. All the proofs are constructive, hence concrete 50 C. CALUDE, G. PÂUN examples can be algorithmically constructed (although the constructions seem to be quite tedious).
These results motivate the following conjecture: Every undecidable problem has a true/false (at the level of metalanguage) instance which is independent.
PREREQUISITES
We shall specify only some basic définitions and notations; for details the reader is referred to [8] (for Recursive Function Theory), [10] (for Formai Language Theory) and [1 ] (for Diophantine Equations).
Let (cpf) be an acceptable gödelization of all unary partial recursive functions. If some cp, -is undefined for some natural number x, then we write
We dénote by TT = (F, n, x,y) a Post Correspondence Problem (PCP, for short) [7 ] , where F is a finite alphabet and x, y are rc-tuples of non-empty strings over F; the empty string is denoted by X, All the considérations in the paper are dealing with an arbitrarily given formalized theory T, having the following four properties:
1. The theory T is recursively axiomatizable (i. e. the set of all theorems which can be inferred in T is recursively enumerable);
2. The theory T is consistent ; 3. All the theorems déductible in-Tare intuitively true (at the level of metalanguage) ; 4. The theory T is rich enough to contain the recursive arithmetic.
The previous requirements are quite natural and a theory T as above is the usual framework for most of the independence studies.
A true/false (at the level of metalanguage) problem P is said to be independent with respect to T if neither P nor the négation of P can be proved in T.
RESULTS
Firstly we shall prove a gênerai independence resuit. 
Then we can effectively find a natural number k such that the statement P(k) is true (at the level of metalanguage) and P(k) is independent of T.
Proof : Consider the following partial function :
1, if there exists a proof in T for P(i), l oo, otherwise.
Clearly, x is a partial recursive function because T is recursively axiomatizable.
We apply the S -m -n Theorem; we effectively find a recursive function s:N -* N such that x(x, i) = (p s(0 (x), for all i and x. Now by the Recursion Theorem there exists a natural number k such that 9fcM = <Ps(fc)(*X for all x.
We shall prove that P{k) has the required properties. The statement P(k) is true at the level of metalanguage. Indeed, if P{k) is false, then by ü) there exists an x 0 such that (p fc (x 0 ) ^ oo. In view of the construction of the partial recursive function x and of property 3, we dérive the relation x(x, k) = oo, for all x. Consequently, q> k {x) = oo, for all x. Putting x = x 0 we obtain a contradiction. Now we prove that P(k) is not a theorem in T. Suppose, on the contrary, that P(k) can be deduced by a proof in T. By construction we have: <p k (jc)=x(jc, k) = 1, for all x. Again we use the property 3 of T and we deduce that P(fc) is true; then, by i) there exists an x Q such that cp k (x 0 ) = °o-The last equality contradicts the relation q> k (x 0 )=L Finally we show that the négation of P{k) cannot be a theorem in T. If, on the contrary, there exists a proof in Tfor the négation of P(k\ then P{k) is false (at the level of metalanguage). This contradicts the first conclusion of our proof.
In the sequel we shall examine some particular cases.
THEOREM 2 :
We can effectively find a diophantine équation p k =0 which has at least one solution and for which the statement " the équation p k = 0 has a solution " is independent of T.
Proof: Let P(i) be the predicate: " For all natural x and y, q>j(x) # y '\ Clearly,
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we can apply the Theorem 1 and we effectively find an independent instance P(k).
Please note that for all natural i, P(i) is true iff the range of cp ( -is empty. So, the Emptiness Problem has an independent instance. Finally, we apply the Diophantine Représentation Theorem (see [1] , [4] ) and we effectively obtain the required équation.
COROLLARY 1: The Totality Problem has an independent instance which isfalse at the level ofmetalanguage.
Proof: Let us consider the predicate P(i): " The partial recursive function <pi is not total ". Obviously, P(i) is true iff cp f is not total By the Theorem 1 we get the desired independent instance. Proof: Let x 0 be a given natural number. Let P(i) be the predicate: " The partial recursive function cpi(x 0 )=oo ". The predicate P(i) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Consequently, the statement " q> k (x 0 )=oo " is true and independent of T THEOREM 3: There exists a PCP nfor which the proposition " n has a solution " is true and independent.
Proof: Let (cp f ) be a gödelization of Turing Machines. In view of Corollary 3, there exists a Turing Machine A o for which the proposition " A o halts on input u ", for some string u, is true and independent. For each machine A, an equivalent type-O Chomsky grammar G can be constructed. For each type-O grammar G and each string u ^X, a PCP n(G, u) can be algorithmically constructed such that n(G,u) has a solution iff ueUfi). Consequently, starting from Turing Machine A o and from an arbitrary nonempty string u, a PCP n o (u) can be algorithmically constructed such that n o (u) has a solution iff A o halts on input u. The PCP n o (u) has a solution but " 7t o (u) has a solution " is an independent proposition, For a class ^ of generative devices involving context-free rules, we dénote by i?(^) the family of languages generated by X-free grammars in ^ and by S£$S) the family of languages generated by arbitrary grammars in < §. sets, it follows that Lfó^nl a }* can be generated by a X-free grammar G 2 in 0. The grammar G 2 is the desired one.
There are many classes ^ of grammars fulfilling the conditions in above corollary. For example, the programmed grammars of [9 ] (with appearance checking), the scattered context grammars of [2 ] , the simple matrix grammars with leftish dérivation [5 ] 
